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Executive Summary 

Last week we forecasted “an ideal minute iii top at SPX2174-2188, followed by a drop to SPX2250-2235 (likely the 

high end of the range) for minute iv before the market continues to melt up to SPX2300 from which a somewhat 

larger correction (50p) should occur.” This week we got SPX2277 and SPX2248, both perfectly in-line with the 

forecast. Not shabby  Let’s see if we can continue to track the market as well as we have, as things will get trickier 

going forward with the wrapping up of 4th and 5th waves. 

As the market is correcting to digest recent gains before the next leg up to SPX2300 it is currently still unknown if 

the S&P500 will drop to SPX2244-2235 for one final lower low for minute iv, or if it is already setting up for micro 3 

as the moves from SPX2248 to SPX2272, followed by the decline into Friday’s low at SPX2254 can set us up for that 

ideal SPX2300 target: 

2254 + 2.000x (2272-2248) =2302. 

We find good Fib-extension overlap at that level between the major and minor wave degrees suggesting it should 

work as a magnet for price. 

 

A trade below SPX2248 targets SPX2244-2235, whereas a trade above SPX2272 signals micro 3 is underway, while 

above SPX2278 it is all but confirmed. Our long term charts remain 100% bullish, whereas the daily charts are 

currently well-aligned with a minute iii high at SPX2277.  

Bigger picture wise we continue to see minor 3 top at around SPX2300, intermediate iii at SPX2415 and major 3 at 

about SPX2490.  
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Weekly trading log  

Weekly trading log ending December 16, 2016 

 

This is not trading advice, and for informational purposes only.  
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Elliot Wave Update 

This week the market reached our ideal minute iii target zone and corrected 30p signaling the anticipated minute iv 

wave. At SPX2249 minute iv could be over, but it could drop lower to SPX2244 (Fig. 1A), possible SPX2235 (Fig. 1B, 

Table 1; next page) depending on which structure it will morph into. However, on a micro scale we can count 5 waves 

up from SPX2248 to SPX2272, and then 3 waves down to SPX2254. A break above SPX2272 will be a first sign minute 

iv is over and a above SPX2278 that minute v is underway. In that case the Fib-extension math is as follows: 

Minute v = 2254 + 2.000x (2272-2248) = SPX2302. We’ll explain on the next page the significance of this price level. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. Preferred count: Minute iv of minor 3 still underway or completed?  

 

A: Minute iv complete or 

possible targeting SPX2244 

B: Descending triangle (targeting SPX2235) 

or 4th wave triangle complete 
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Last weekend we predicted minute iii should ideally target SPX2274. We got SPX2277. Not a shabby prediction. 

Minute iv is now clearly underway since the S&P500 clearly experienced the largest pullback since minute ii (30p vs 

27p; respectively). With the bottom hit on Wednesday right on target, see table 1 below, we then wondered if all of 

minute iv was completed or if it would become more complex and drop even lower. Since then the market hasn’t 

given us a clear answer yet. Table 1 shows that minute iv can drop to the 0.764x extension at SPX2235.44 (in line 

with the bearish descending triangle target shown in Fig 1B).  

Table 1: Standard Fib-extensions for the minute waves of minor 3 

 

However, if the aforementioned micro 1, 2 set up is already in place and ideally targets SPX2302, we see that the 

1.000x extension of major 1 is at SPX2302 as well (Table 2, yellow). This is a typical 3-of-3-of-3 target and fits well 

with the minor target zone shown in table 1 (also in yellow).  

Table 2: Standard Fib-extensions for the major and intermediate waves  

 

 

The 3rd table shows the intermediate wave extensions and the color coding shows reasonable good overlap with the 

major waves Fib-extensions. Orange: SPX2410/SPX2420. It’s the 1.618x extension for intermediate iii (typical) and 

the 1.382x extension within major 3 (3rd of 3rd waves often hit the 1.382x extension). Blue: SPX2488/SPX2494. It’s 

the 2.000x extension for intermediate v (typical) and the 1.618x extension for all of major 3 (3rd waves often hit the 

1.618x extension).  

Hence, we have good Fib-extension overlaps from the minor, intermediate and major waves at around SPX2300, 

2415, and 2490 (+/-5) for the minor 3, intermediate iii, and major 3 waves. Please note these are based on standard 

extensions and the market may decide to choose another one. But this is our roadmap going forward.  
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Market update 

In last week’s update we stated “Resistance is now at the upper red trend line, which in a few days is at SPX 2275 +/-

5 (blue horizontal arrow) and perfectly in line with our aforementioned minute, nano, and micro-wave targets”. The 

market just did exactly that. Not shabby  We’ve already outlined the downside price targets on the previous pages, 

and here you can see that the standard 23.6-38.2% retrace for a 4th wave, in this case minute iv, is between SPX2256-

2243 and the S&P500 has already met those requirements. Larger market corrections don’t occur from max 

overbought readings but require longer term negative divergence (see spring and summer rallies) supporting the 

“higher prices ahead of us” (minute v, minor 4, minor 5) forecast. The A.I. is currently pointing down and a turn back 

up signals minute v is underway. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart. Target reached to the T. Support at SPX2245 +/-5 
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Upper horizontal support is now at SPX2250 and held so far as it coincided with ascending black trend line. Price 

remains thus above all important trend lines, even the upper orange one dating back to May 2015. Note our next 

34-day trading interval turn date is December 29th, matching the next Bradley Turn date for December 28. We 

expect minor 3 to peak around that time. After December 29 the next turn date is January 20, 2017; which again 

fits well with the January 18 Bradley Turn date  

Figure 3. Support at SPX2150 held. Turn date December 29 marking a minor 3 high? 
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Market breadth 

The McClellan Oscillator for S&P500 (SPX-MO) remains positive but is dropping as it did during spring at the minute 

iii wave high back then. The SPX-SI (summation index of the SPX-MO) appears to be reaching a crescendo, also in 

line with a minute iii top. Once we get negative divergence on the SPX-SI minor 3 and intermediate iii should be 

topping. Until then also these charts tell us the trend is up.  

Figure 4. SPX-MO at “sustained market rally” levels. SPX-SI remains in buy/long 
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Miscellaneous 

We feel we’re beating a dead horse, but want to be thorough and continue to exemplify the larger underlying trends: 

our long-term Simple Moving Averages only chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing) continues to be 100% 

bullish: the long term trend remains up. This chart remains in line with our overall view of the market and where it 

will head over the next several months. The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture changed from 

90% to 95% bullish, in line with the ongoing bull trend. 

Figure 5. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 95% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

The CPCE (put/call ratio), a good contrarian indicator at extreme levels, hit its lowest levels in years two weeks ago 

which we correctly assessed as the situations during the prior blue vertical lines: top close but just not yet. Then on 

Tuesday 12/13 we got another <0.55 reading, signaling a more pronounced top. Since then the put/call ratio has 

been rising and ideally we’d like to see it a bit higher (0.7-0.8) to signal a bottom is in.  

Figure 6. CPCE hit low two weeks ago and market topped a few days later, in line with prior readings (blue lines) 

 

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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